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Abstract 

We consider the problem of finding the optimal sequence of opening (starting) and closing 
(stopping) times of a multi-activity production process, given the costs of opening, running 
and closing the activities, and assuming that the state of the economic system is a stochastic 
process. The problem is formulated as an extended impulse control problem and solved 
using stochastic calculus. 

As an application we find explicitly the optimal starting and stopping strategy for a re
source extraction when the price of the resource is following a geometric Brownian motion. 





OPTIMAL SWITCHING IN AN ECONOMIC 

ACTIVITY UNDER UNCERTAINTY 

Kjell Arne Brekke and Bernt 0ksendal 

§1. Introduction 

Optimal stopping has a wide variety of applications in economics, ranging over real and 
financial option, entry to a market or optimal start of a production process under uncer
tainty. But in many applications it will also be natural to consider the possibility of the 
reverse action, like exiting from a market or shutting down a production. For example, 
there are industries where part of the production process is temporarily shut down when 
electricity prices are too high; at high prices all workers are relocated to other tasks and 
when the prices fall below a certain limit production is restarted. 

The purpose of this paper is to extend the results of [B0] and to give an affirmative 
answer to a question left open there. More precisely, we give sufficient conditions in terms 
of quasi-variational inequalities that a given function actually is the maximal expected 
profit function and we describe the corresponding optimal starting and stopping strategy. 
For concreteness the results are applied to the following problem of optimal starting and 
stopping of a resource depletion with a stochastic price development: 

Suppose it costs the amount L to open a field for resource extraction, that the run
ning/rental cost is K per time unit and that the cost of closing down a field is C. If 
the price of the resource in consideration is varying as a stochastic process (to be specified 
below), when is the optimal time to open the field and to close it? It seems reasonable 
that if the field is open, it may be a good strategy to continue the extraction for a while 
even if the price has gone below the running costs, because there may be a chance that 
prices could go up again and closing and re-opening the field is costly. On the other hand, 
even with such an optimistic prospect there is clearly a limit as to how low the prices can 
go before closing is the optimal strategy. Similarly, if the field is closed one would wait 
for a resource price which is higher than the running costs before opening again. But how 
high? The purpose of this paper is to formulate this problem mathematically in terms of 
impuls control and solve the problem explicity using stochastic calculus. 

The starting and stopping problem has been considered in various contexts. It was dis
cussed in connection with taxes and convenience yield by Brennan and Schwartz [BS]. A 
similar entry and exit model (but without resource extraction) has been studied by Dixit 
[D). Neither of these papers give a rigorous mathematical proof that an optimal starting 
and stopping strategy exists and that it has the form stated. The more general problem of 
starting and stopping several activities simultaneously is considered in [MZ], in the context 
of oil exploration. 

In [B0] a candidate ¢0 for the solution of the resource extraction problem is found explicitly, 
as an application of a high contact principle for optimal stopping. But it is not proved 
there that this candidate actually is the solution. This will be established in this paper. 
More generally, we consider the problem of optimal starting and stopping of a multi-
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activity system under uncertainty. We prove that a given function satisfying certain quasi
variational inequalities necessarily is the solution of the problem. 

This paper is organized as follows: In §2 we formulate a general starting and stopping 
problem as an impulse control problem. In §3 we give sufficient conditions that a given 
function and its associated starting and stopping strategy solves the general problem in §2. 
Then in §4 we apply this to the specific problem of optimal resource extraction mentioned 
above. 

§2. A mathematical formulation of the problem 

The problems mentioned in the introduction are special cases of the following general 
problem: 

Suppose there are m possible "indicator values" z1, • • • , Zm of the state of the system at 
time t. Let z, denote the value of this indicator at time t, so that for all t 

(2.1) 

Remark. If, for example, we consider a firm with k production activities which can be 
either "on/open" or "off/closed", then each indicator value z E Z can be represented as a 
k-tuple 

z = (at, a2, · · ·, ak) 

where each ~ is either 0 (meaning activity nr. i is closed) or 1 (meaning activity nr. 
i is open). So in this case there are m = 2k possible indicator values.In particular, in 
the resource extraction case there are just 2 indicator values which we denote by 0 or 1 
depending on whether the field is closed or open. 

The firm's environment at time t, e.g. prices of output or input goods, is denoted by 
U,. We assume that Uc is a stochastic process in Rn satisfying the following stochastic 
differential equation 

(2.2) dUe= b(t, U,, Z,)dt + u(t, Uh Z,)dB, 

where b: Rn+l X Z -+ Rn,u : Rn+l X Z -+ Rnxm are Lipschitz functions in the first 
n + 1 variables and B, denotes m-dimensional Brownian motion. (See e.g. [0] for more 
information on stochastic differential equations.) 

The state of the whole economic system at time t is represented by the stochastic process 

(2.3) 

The probability law of X, given that X0 = x = (t, u, z) is denoted by pr and expectation 
with respect to pr is denoted by Er. 

An impulse control w for this system consists of a double (possibly finite) sequence 

(2.4) 
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where each O~r: ~ oo is a stopping time (with respect to the filtration {Fe} for the Brownian 
motion {B,}), O~r: ~ 81:+1 and O~r;-+ oo a.s. (so if N is finite then ON = oo). Associated to 
the impuls time O~r; is the impulse (~c e Z which determines the new value of Zt at time 
t=O~r;. 

We may regard Oh 82, • • • as the times when we decide to interfere with the system and 
the corresponding (h (2 · · · are the new indicator values that we give the system at these 
times. We often simplify the notation and write w = (Oh 82, • • ·). Let W denote the set of 
all impulse controls. 

H w E W is applied to the system it gets the form 

{2.5) x, = x,<•l = [ ~] if o. :5 t < o .. ,. 

Note that xfw> is right-continuous for all wE W. Let V denote the expected value when 
Xo = x = (t,u,z). 

Let /(x) denote the profit per time unit when the system is in the state x. For x = 
(t, u, z) E Rn+l x Z and ( E Z let H(x, () E R be the cost of switching the indicator value 
from z to (when the state is x = (t, u, z). Then the expected total profit of running the 
system with the impulse control w = (Oh 82, • • ·; (t, ( 2 , • • ·) E W is given by 

{2.6) 

where Xer = lim X,. 
tj9j 

00 00 

P(x) = V[j j(x;w>)ds- ~H(Xe;-,(j)] 
t ,=1 

We assume that the switching cost function H : R n+l x Z x Z -+ R + satisfies 

(2.7) H(x, () > 0 for all x E Rn+l x Z and all ( -=F z 

and - if Z consists of more than 2 elements -

We also assume that 

(2.9) (t,u)-+ H(t,u,z,() is continuous for all z,(. 

(the values of H when z = (are not used, so we only need to define H(t, u, z, () for z =F (). 

Remarks. 
(i) Condition (2.8) states that if we want to switch from indicator state z to indicator 

state (2, then it is not more expensive to do this directly (in one step) than in two 
steps, via an intermediate indicator value ( 1• For example, if 

H(t, u, z, () = e-pt Ho(z, () (p constant). 
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then (2.8) becomes the 'triangle inequality' 

Ho(z, (2) < Ho(z, (t) + Ho((t, (2) z -1= (t -1= (2 -1= z 

If we are given a function H satisfying (2. 7) and (2.9) we can always modify it to 
satisfy (2.8) as well, by putting 

H(t,u,z,() = H(t,u,z,() A min {H(t,u,z,(t) + H(t,u,(~,()} 
zl<t#: 

(ii) In the resource extraction example the switching cost function has the values 

H(t, u, 0, 1) = Le-pt (discounted opening cost) 

H(t, u, 1, 0) = ce-pt (discounted closing cost), 
(2.10) 

where p > 0 is a (constant) discounting factor. 

We can now formulate the switching problem as follows: 

PROBLEM 2.1. Find 
¢(x) :=sup .r(x) 

weW 

and find- if possible- an optimal impulse control w, i.e. find wE W such that 

¢(x) = .fi'(x). 

Remark. This is essentially an impulse control problem of the type considered in [BL]. 
However, in [BL] it is assumed that - f is positive (or lower bounded), and this is not 
a reasonable assumption in our economic application. Therefore it is not possible to 
apply their results directly to our situation. Nevertheless, our method is inspired by their 
approach. 

In [B0] a candidate ~(x) for the solution of Problem 2.1 in the specific application of 
starting and stopping a resource extraction (see §4) was found by adopting the following 
dynamic programming argument: Suppose the system initially is in state x = (t, u, z). 
Then if at a stopping timer we interfere and start/stop the system, the system gets the 
impuls ( = 1 - z and then the new state becomes XT = ( r, Un ZT ), where ZT = (. The 
cost of this operation is 

H(XT-,() = H(r,Unz, 1- z) 

where H is given by (2.10) above. From then on the maximal profit is ¢(XT). This 
procedure can of course at most be optimal. We conclude that, for all stopping times r, 

T 

(2.11) ¢(x) > FJZ[j j(Xs)ds- H(Xr, 1- Zr) + ¢(XT)] 
t 

If an optimal impulse control iiJ = (017 82, · .. ) exists, then by choosing r = 01 we get 
equality in (2.11). Hence¢ must satisfy the equation 

T 

(2.12) ¢(x) = s~pE:z:[j j(X.)ds- H(XT-, 1- ZT-) + ¢(XT)] 
t 
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Using the 'high contact principle' a solution ¢0(x) of equation (2.12) for the resource 
extraction problem was found in [B0]. However, this does not prove that ¢o =¢,because 
there may (a priori) be several solutions of equation (2.12). We will in §4 prove that we 
indeed have ¢0 = 4> (under certain conditions). This will be obtained as an application of 
the more general results we develop in §3. 

§3. Solution of the optimal switching problem 

Fcom now on we put, for fixed z e Z, 

{3.1) Ye = {t, Ue, z) (= (t, Ut) if we suppress z) 

so that Yi represents the state of the system corresponding to the "non-interference" im
pulse control Woo = (81) where 81 = oo. Then Y is a diffusion with generator A given 
by 

{3.2) 

In the following we suppress the constant z and regard Yi as the ( n+ 1 )-dimensional process 
(t, U,). 

The following concept is useful: 

DEFINITION 3.1. We say that a function g(x) is stochastically <J2 in a domain DC 
Rn+l (with respect to Yi) if all the first partial derivatives of g with respect tot and u and 
all the second partial derivatives of g with respect to u exist a.e. in D with respect to the 
Green measures G(y, ·)of yt and the following generalized Dynkin formula holds: 

6' 

{3.3) EJY[g(YB' )IFs] = g(Ys) +BY[/ Ag(Y.)dsiFs] 
8 

for all stopping times 8::; fJ' < TD, where Fs is the filtration generated by {BtAS(·)}t~o, 

(3.4) TD = inf{t > 0; yt ¢. D} 

and we assume W[rD] < oo. 

Remark. The Green measure G(y, ·)is defined by 

TD 

G(y, F) = EY[j XF(Y.)ds]; y E D, F Borel set in D 
0 

In {3.3) Ag is the operator A applied tog, which makes sense a.e. G(y, ·) and therefore 
makes sense in {3.3). 

TD 
By the classical Dynkin formula all C2 functions g which satisfy EY[J lAg(Y.)lds] < oo for 

0 

ally are stochastically C2• In [B0, Lemma 1] conditions are given which imply that a C1 
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function which is ()2 outside a ''thin" (in a measure sense) regular set is stochastically CJ2. 
This turns out to be sufficient for the application in §4. 

From now on we assume that 
00 

(3.5) EJ%[j lf(X~"'>)Idt] < oo 
0 

for all x and all wE W. 

LEMMA 3.2. Suppose ¢(t, u, z) is a stochastically ()2 function in D = R"+l with respect 
to Yi satisfying the three conditions 

(3.6) ¢{t, Ue, z) -+ 0 as t-+ oo a.s. P" for all z E Z; y = {t, u, z), 

the family 

(3.7) 

is uniformly integrable w.r.t. P' for all z E Z, where T is the set of all .rt-stopping times 
and 

{3.8) A¢+ f ~ 0 a.e. with respect to G(y, ·) 

Lett< 0 < 0' < oo be two stopping times. Then for ally= (t, u, z) and all Zo we have 

8' 

(3.9) ¢{0, U9, Zo) > E"[j J(Y.)ds + ¢(0', u8', Zo)IFtJ]. 
I} 

(We interpret ¢(r, UT, Zo) as 0 if T = oo (r = 0 or 0')). 

Remark. The stochastically (J2 requirement corresponds to the "high contact" condition 
in optimal stopping. See [B0]. 

Proof. Choose a constant T < oo and apply the generalized Dynkin formula {3.3) to 
g(t, u, z) = ¢(t, u, z): 

W[¢(0' AT, U8'AT, z)IFtJ] = ¢(0 AT, UIJI\T, z) 

8'AT 

+ E"[ j A¢(s, u., z)dsl.1"e] 
IJAT 

By {3.8) this gives 

fiAT 

¢(0 AT, Ue"T' z) > V[ j J(Y.)ds + ¢(0' t\ T, UtrAT, z) IFs] 
81\T 

Letting T -+ oo and using {3.6) and {3. 7) we get Lemma 3.2. 
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Define tbe switching operator M on the family 1l of Borel measurable functions on Rn+l x Z 
by 

{3.10) Mh(t, u, z) = max {h{t, u, ()- H(x, ()} ; he 1-l, 
(EZ\{.-} 

where H is the switching cost function (see (2. 7)-(2.9)). 

Note that 

x = (t,u, z) 

(3.11) h(t, u, z) ~ Mh(t, u, z) <=> h(t, u, z) > h(t, u, ()- H(x, () for all ( =/: z. 

We are now ready for the first main result of this paper. 

THEOREM 3.3. Let ¢be a stochastically C 2 function satisfying (3.6), (3.7), (3.8), as 
well as the condition 

(3.12) 

Then 

(3.13) 

¢ > M ¢ everywhere 

¢(x) > J"'(x) for all wE W and all x. 

Proof. Let w = (81182, · · ·) with 81 > t, let Xt = xfw> = (t, Utt Z,) and put 80 = t. Since 
¢ > M 4> we get by (3.11) and Lemma 3.2 applied to 8 = 8k, fJ' = 8k+1 and zo = Zo~ci k = 
0, 1, 2, .. ·: 

(3.14) 

81r+1 

¢(8k, Uo~r, Zo~r) ~.BY[ I f(X.)ds + 4>(8k+l! Uolr+11 Zo~r)IFo] 
81r 

o1r+1 

~ V[ I f(X.)ds + 4>(8k+1, Uo,+11 (k+t) - H(Xo;+1, (k+t)IFo] 
81r 

Now CH1 = Zolr+l by (2.5) so if we take expectation and sum from k = 0 to k = n - 1 we 
get, withy= (t, u, z), 

n-1 

¢(t, u, z) + 2:W[tf>(8k, Uo~r, Zo~r)] 

(3.15) 
k=l 

~ n n 

~ W[l f(X.)ds- LH(Xo;,Zo~r) + L4>(8k,Uo~r,Zo~r)] 
t k=l k=l 

Hence 

D.. n 

(3.16) ¢(t,u,z) ~ W[j f(X.)ds- L:H(Xo;,Zo~c)+t/>(8n,Uon,Zo .. )] 
t k=1 

Now let n --+ oo. Then 8n --+ oo and by (3.6) and (3. 7) we get 

00 00 

t/>(t, u, z) ~ W[l f(X.)ds + E H(Xe;, Zoic)], 
t k=l 
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which is (3.13). 

Next we find an optimal impulse control and the corresponding minimal expected cost: 

THEOREM 3.4. Suppose ~ = ~(t, u, z) is a stochastically C2 function satisfying (3.6}, 
(3. 7), (3.8), (3.12) and in addition that 

(3.17) A~+ I= 0 on {(t, u, z); ~(t, u, z) > M~(t, u, z)} 

Define the impulse control w = (011 82, · · ·; (1, (2, · · ·) as follows: Put 

(3.18) 

and choose (1 such that 

(3.19) 

Define 
z<1> = { ~ if Q ::; t < 81 

t I" if(J <t 
':.1 1-

and put 

dxp> = [ d~ ] 
dz~h 

i.e. xt<1> is the result of applying the impulse control w1 = (011 oo; (1) to }'i. 

Inductively, if stopping times o ::; 81 ::; 82 < ... :s; o" with corresponding impulses (t, ... , (~c 
have been constructed define 

(3.20) 

where for k > 1 x~lc) is the result of applying the impulse control WI;= (Ot, ... , 0~;, oo) to 
Y;. Next choose (k+l such that 

(3.21) 

Then we Wand 

(3.22) ~(x) = .?(x), 

(3.23) w is optimal for Problem 2.1 

and 

(3.24) ~ =¢. 

Proo£ We repeat the arguments of the proofs of Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.3. First note 
that between B~c and O~c+l we have A~ = -I so we get equality if we apply Lemma 3.2 to 
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8~; = 0~;,8~;+1 = Bt+l and 4> = ~. Therefore we get equality in (3.15) so that for all n we 
have 

A. " 
(3.25) ~(t, u, z) = FJY[j f(X.)ds- I: H(XU;, Z011 ) + ~(Bn, U0,., Z0,.)] 

t k=l 

Put F = {w; lim Bn(w) < oo} and 8 = lim 011 • Then letting n-+ oo in (3.25) we get 
n-.oo n-.oo 

I oo 

{3.26) ~(t, u, z) = FJY[/ f(X.)ds- I: H(X0;, Z011 ) + ¢(8, U0, Z0) · XF] 
t k=l 

But if wE F we have that (B~;, us.>--+ (B, Uo) and therefore by (2.9) there exists a(w) > 0 
such that 

H(XU;, Z0.) ~ a(w) for wE F for all k, 

which gives 
00 

I: H(X9;-, Z011 ) = oo for w E F. 
k=l • 

From (3.26) and (3.5) we can conclude that pz(F) = 0, which shows that Bn -+ oo a.s. 
Therefore w E W. 

Now we can apply Theorem 3.3 to 4> = ¢, w = w and by condition (3.17) we get equality 
in (3.13). So 

¢(x) = P(x) 

while from Theorem 3.3 
¢(x) ~ .?(x) for all wE W. 

It follows that w is optimal and that 

¢(x) = sup .?(x) = ¢(x), as claimed. 
wEW 

Remark. Note that B~; is the first exit time after Bt-l for xf"> from the set 

(3.27) D = {x; ¢(x) > M¢(x)}. 

Therefore, writing X, = xf">, we have 

(3.28) 

Suppose we have strict inequality in (2.8), i.e. 

(2.8)' H(t, u, z, (2) < H(t, u, z, (t) + H(t, u, (1, (2) if z =J (t =J (2 =J z. 
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Then if (A:-1 =I= ( =/= (k we have 

{3.29) 

¢(X~,) ~ ¢(fA, U;,, () - H(X~;, () + H(X;;, (A:) 
= ¢(lJA:, U;,, ()- H(X;,, () 

+ [H(BAa U~,, (A:-11 (A:)+ H{BA:, U0,, (A:,() - H{BA:, U0,, (k-11 () 
> ¢(BA:, U;,, ()- H(X0,, (), by {2.8)'. 

Moreover, by {3.28) we have 

¢(8", U;,, (A:) = ~(B", U;,., (A:-t) + H(O", U0,., (A:-11 (A:) 
{3.30) 

> ~(OA:, U;lr, (A:-1) - H(O", U;,, (A;, (A:-1) 

Combining {3.29) and {3.30) we get 

{3.31) 

So we see that if {2.8)' holds then the new impulse (A: brings the state X, back into D at 
the instant Bk when X, first hits 8D {the boundary of D) after OA:_1• Thus the optimal 
strategy can be illustrated as below 

§4. Application to resource extraction 

We assume that the price Pt at time t per unit of the resource follows a geometric Brownian 
motion. This means that Pt is the solution of a stochastic differential equation of the form 

{4.1) dPc = aPcdt + {3 PedE, 
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where a, P are constants and B, is a 1-dimensional Brownian motion. The solution Pc of 
(4.1} is 

(4.2} 

Let Qt denote the stock of remaining resources in the field. We assume that when the 
field is open, extraction rate is proportional to the amount of remaining reserves. In other 
words, 

(4.3} 

where ..X> 0 is a constant and 

(4.4} if the field is open at time t 
if the field is closed at time t 

The state X, of the system at timet is characterized by the 4 quantities t, Pe, Qh Z,: 

(4.5} 

If there is a constant running cost K > 0 per time unit, the net discounted profit rate f is 
given by 

(4.6) f(x) = f(t,p, q, z) = (..Xpq- K)ze-pt 

So in this case Problem 2.1 becomes 
00 

(4.7) ¢(x) = sup{Ez[j(..XP.Q.- K)z.e-IJ6ds- L:H(X9-, 1- Z9-)]}, 
weW . J J 

t J 

where H is given by (2.10). 

REMARK. It is natural to ask if a better performance could be obtained if- instead of 
either having the field open at full production or entirely closed - we allow the field to be 
partially open at all times. If we assume that we can avoid opening and closing costs this 
way, but have the same running cost K, the problem can be formulated as a stochastic 
control problem as follows: 

00 

«<>(x) = sup FJZ[j (AJ.L8 P8 Q8 - K)e-P•ds] 
~ t 

where J.Lt = J.L(Xt) E (0, 1) represents the degree of production (fraction of full production) 
we choose at state Xt and where 

dQ, = -AJ.LtQtdt, 
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while Pc is as before. The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellmann equation for this problem states that 
(see e.g. [0, Ch. 11]) 

84! 8<P 1 ()2q, 84! 
sup { (A.mpq- K)e-pt + - + ap- + -(32p2- - A.mq-} = 0 

me(O,l) 8t 8p 2 8p2 8q 

and that an optimal choice of p, (if it exists) is a value of m for which the supremum is 
attained. However, in this case the expression is affine in m, so it is clear that no such 
me (0, 1) exists. This indicates that the optimal production is "bang-bang": Either full 
production or no production at all. Therefore it suffices to consider the sequential stopping 
problem {4.7). 

Using the 'high contact principle' it is proved in [B0] that a solution 4>0(x) = 4>0(t,p,q,z) 
of the dynamic programming equation (2.12) corresponding to ( 4. 7) is given by 

(4.8) 

where 

(4.9) 

Here 

(4.10) 

and 

{4.11) 

with 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

4>o(t,p, q, z) = e-pt'l/Jo(p, q, z) 

u(p,q)- L 
zu(p, q) + (1 - z)v(p, q) 

1/Jo{p, q, z) = 

v(p,q)- C 

ifz=O&p>f -q 

ifz=O&p<f q 
or z = 1 & p > !l q 

ifz=1&p<!l 
- q 

u(p,q) = +r; - K + kt(pqt 
p -a p 

v(p, q) = k2(pqr' 

and kit ~,e > 71 > 0 are constants which solve the following system of equations (4.14)
(4.17): 

(4.14) 

(4.15) f + vkte" = 1k2f' 
p+ -a 
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(4.16) 

(4.17) 1 + vktrf = 'Yk2ri' p+ -a 

It is proved in (B0] that if we assume that 

(4.18) p>a 

and that 

(4.19) the system (4.14)-(4.17) has a solution k11 k2,{ > 17 > 0 

then (2.12) holds for cPo, i.e. 

T 

(4.20) cPo(x) = s~pC[j(AP.Q.- K)z.e-P~s- H(X.,, 1- ZT-) + cPo(XT)] 
t 

However, as pointed out earlier this does not imply that cPo = ~, because it is not clear if 
the solution of (2.12) is unique. 

The strategy wE W corresponding to the candidate cPo can be described as follows (see 
§3): 

(4.21) (open field) as soon as P,Q, > e and jump from z = 1 to z = 0 {
Jump from the z = 0 level (closed field) to the z =!level 

Put 

Then 

as soon as P,Q, ::; 11· 

{ L ifz=O(=l 
Ho(z, () = C if z = 1: ( = 0 

H(t, u, z, () = e-pt H0 (z, (). 

From (4.9) we see that 

'1/Jo{p, q, 0) = 1/Jo{p, q, 1) - Ho(O, 1) if 

1/Jo{p, q, 1) = 1/Jo{p, q, 0) - Ho(l, 0) if 

and for other values of {p, q, z) we have 

'1/Jo{p, q, z) > 1/Jo{p, q, 1 - z) - Ho(z, 1- z). 
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We conclude that, with M defined as in (3.10), 

(4.22) 1/Jo(p,q,z) ~ M.,Po(p,q,z) for all (p,q,z) 

and if we define the continuation region 

(4.23) D={(p,q,z);z=O & p<~ or z=l & p>~} 
q q 

then 

(4.24) (p,q,z) ED# '1/Jo(p,q,z) > M'I/Jo(p,q,z). 

It follows from [B0, Lemma 1) that 

(4.25) if>o is stochastically C2 with respect to yt 

In this case the generator A of yt in (3.2) gets the form 

8g 8g 8g 1 2 2 82g 
(4.26) Ag(t,p, q) = at + o:p 8p- >.q 8q + 2{3 P 8p2 

In particular, if g( t, p, q) = e-pt h(p, q) then 

(4.27) 

where 

(4.28) 

We now claim that 

(4.29) 

Ag = e-pt Aoh, 

Bh Bh 1 2 2 82h 
Aoh(p q) = -ph+ o:p- - >.q- + -{3 p -, 8p 8q 2 8p2 

Aot/Jo + fo = 0 in D 
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and, interpreting Ao in the a.e. G(y, ·)sense (as with A above), 

(4.30) Aot/Jo + fo ~ 0 a.e. in R+ x R+ x {0, 1} 

where /o = ().pq- K)z i.e. /o = ept f. 

Remark. Let D1 = {(p, q); (p, q, 1} ED} and Do= {(p,q); (p,q,O) ED}. Then by (4.24) we 
have D 1UD0 = R+xR+. So for all (p,q) we have from (4.29} that Aowo(p,q)+ fo(p, q, z) = 0 
for some z E {0, 1}. The requirement (4.30) can thus be written 

fo(p, q, z) ~ fo(p, q, 1- z) outside D, 

i.e. if we a.re switching state z, we must switch to a. state with greater profit rate. 

Proof of (4.29): Recall that in [B0] (formulas (75) and (76)) it is proved (and it is easily 
checked) that 

(4.31) Aov = 0 when z = 0 

and 

(4.32) Aou = - fo when z = 1. 

From (4.31) and (4.9) we conclude that 

(4.33) Ao.,Po = Aov = 0( = - fo) when z = 0 & p < ~ 
q 

Similarly, from (4.32) and (4.9) we get 

(4.34) Aot/Jo = Aou = - fo when z = 1 & p > :!1 
q 

(4.29) follows from (4.33) and (4.34). 

Proof of (4.30): (4.30) is a consequence of (4.20): 

The general theory of optimal stopping (see e.g. [0]) gives that the right hand side of 
(4.20) - and hence <Po itself- is superharmonic with respect to the operator g--+ Aog + fo. 
This implies that A<!Jo + fo < 0 outside 8D and hence a.e. with respect to G(y, ·). 

Next we give a condition which ensures that f satisfies (3.5): 

LEMMA 4.1. Assume that 

(4.35) p>a. 

Then 
00 

FJZ[j 1/(X~w))ldt] < oo for all w E W. 
0 
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Proof. Since z, ~ 1 and Q, < Q0 for all t and all w it suffices to prove that 

Now 

Hence 

since a - p < 0. 

00 

W[j Pee-P'dt] < oo for y = (O,p, q, 1). 
0 

Pt = p · exp((a- !p2)t +fiB,) 
2 

00 00 

W[j Pte-ptdt] = j exp((a- p)t)dt < oo 
0 0 

Finally we observe from (4.8) and (4.9) that the function ¢0 = e-pt'I/Jo satisfies (3.6). To 
verify (3. 7) choose f > 0 and consider 

Note that 
t t 

R, = Ro +I "(R.ds +I uR.dB., 
0 0 

where 
u = fj(1 +f) 

and 

Choose f > 0 so small that 'Y < 0 and let ..,. be a stopping time. For all natural numbers 
N we have 

C[l¢o('T AN, UTAN, z)ll+E] ~ ql+EE:r[~AN] 
TAN 

= (pq)l+E + C[ j "(R.ds] ~ (pq)l+E 
0 

Letting N --+ oo we get 
C[l¢o('T, Un z)ll+E] ~ (pq)l+E 

for all stopping times 'T. This implies (3. 7). 

Summing up we conclude: 

THEOREM 4.2. Assume that (4.19) and (4.35) hold. Then the function ¢0 = e-P''I/Jo 
given by (4.8) and (4.9) solves the starting and stopping problem (4.7). 

The corresponding optimal impuls control w is given by (4.21). 
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Proof. By (4.35) f satisfies condition (3.5). The function f/> = ¢o satisfies conditions (3.6), 
(3. 7), as well as (3.8), (3.12) and (3.17) in virtue of ( 4.30), (4.22) and (4.29), respectively. 
Therefore Theorem 3.4 applies to ¢o and the proof is complete. 
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